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Z-Wave is the leading international standard for wireless communication in Smart Homes.
Different products from different vendors work together and interoperate in one single network to
provide intelligent lighting, safety, security and energy efficiency. This book describes all you
need to know about Z-Wave: The radio layer standardized by the international ITU organization,
the networking between the device to realize a stable communication and finally the device
specific application functions that ensure the interoperability between the different devices.
Practical guidance for the installation and trouble shooting of wireless networks is provided as
well.

About the AuthorChristian Paetz was born in Chemnitz/East Germany in 1966. He attended a
vocation training in electronics before studying Information Technology at the Technical
Universities of Dresden an Chemnitz. He received his Masters Degree in 1993 and his Doctors
Degree in 1998. After leaving academics he founded the company Peppercon AG, awarded as
the best startup company in Saxony in 2000. After the merger with Raritan Inc New Jersey/USA
Christian worked for the new mother company for several years in different management
positions. In 2012 he was appointed as Professor for Systems Reliability at Chemnitz University.
Beside his scientific work he is publishing on different topics in the field of engineering,
economics and entrepreneurship, holds 7 patents, serves as board member of several SMEs
and as Europ. Speaker of the Z-Wave Alliance. --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition
edition.
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MHS, “There really isn't anything else like it. It details every single part of the .... If you want to
understand the Z-wave protocol, this is the book you need. There really isn't anything else like it.
It details every single part of the z-wave network stack from physical layer to application layer,
and even gets into the history of the Z-wave protocol. It is very comprehensive.The book
desperately needs a copy editor though. There are a lot of places in the book where although
the meaning ultimately becomes clear, at first glance it appears nonsensical. Thankfully, this is
confined to the plain english descriptions of things. The technical data is all solid and clear.Lets
face it, You don't buy a networking textbook to marvel over the fantastic grammar, and chewing
your way through some hard to understand sentences is way less objectionable than trying to
learn a networking protocol from a narcissistic youtuber who knows as much about the protocol
as you do, which is pretty much your only other option other than this book.”

Howdy, “This is NOT for the home enthusiast looking to learn about z-wave to hook up a couple
light switches.. This is NOT the book I was looking for! I went ahead and gave it five stars
because it's a great book for the right audience...but make sure you're the right audience. This is
for someone actually creating Z-Wave Apps or household products. This is not for someone just
looking to learn about z-wave to hook up some items in their home. This goes into things like the
frequency of signals and all that.  It is very detailed and extensive...for the right person.”

Tin Lam, “Deep knowledge on everything zwave related!!. For those who look to go beyond just
a zwave user, this is a must read. The author explained every byte in the device communication
and how a 'lost' device reroute itself etc...”

Andrej Binder, “Very detailed and to the point. The book provides a comprehensive overview of
the z-wave technology. It also includes useful information about related topics if necesarry. A
must have for anyone who wished to understand z-wave in detail.”

VSC, “Très bon bouquin mais nécessite un bagage technique. Depuis le matériel jusqu'aux
applis. Bien structuré avec qques références. Ce que je cherchais pour débuter. Format Kindle
pas top pour certaines figures. A lire plusieurs fois avant de tout maîtriser. Un conseil achetez un
équipement pour tester pendant la lecture. Investissement pas très lourd. Bonne lecture”

The book by Andrei Gelasimov has a rating of  5 out of 3.7. 20 people have provided feedback.
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